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Fragility | Define Fragility at Dictionary.com Explore Dictionary.com. Weather Words You Need to Know; Can You Translate These Famous Phrases From Emoji?
These Are the Longest Words in English; These Are the Saddest Phrases in English. Fragility - definition of fragility by The Free Dictionary Synonyms: fragile,
breakable, frangible, flimsy, brittle These adjectives mean easily broken or damaged. Fragile applies to objects that are not made of strong or sturdy material and that
require great care when handled: fragile porcelain plates. Breakable and frangible mean capable of being broken but do not necessarily imply inherent weakness:
breakable toys; frangible bullets designed to. Fragility Synonyms, Fragility Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for fragility at Thesaurus.com with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for fragility.

fragility | Definition of fragility in English by Oxford ... â€˜First of all newspapers are rather flimsy by nature and thus quite perishable and this fragility tends to limit
value.â€™ â€˜In addition, there was a highly significant improvement in erythrocyte fragility, a marker of oxidative damage.â€™. Fragility Synonyms, Fragility
Antonyms | Merriam-Webster ... 1 the state or quality of having a delicate structure . we marveled at the fragility and yet the surprising strength of the bird's wing
bones. Fragility - Wikipedia In glass physics, fragility characterizes how rapidly the dynamics of a material slow down as it is cooled toward the glass transition:
materials with a higher fragility have a relatively narrow glass transition temperature range, while those with low fragility have a relatively broad glass transition
temperature range.Physically, fragility may be related to the presence of dynamical.

Fragility Medical Definition | Merriam-Webster Medical ... Comments on fragility. What made you want to look up fragility?Please tell us where you read or heard it
(including the quote, if possible.
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